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The Small Business Best Practice Guide Concept
The Merchants ID Theft Advisory Board – which is supported by 100 year-old and Phoenix, based
Merchants Information Solutions, Inc. (Merchants) – was founded in 2009 with a community
outreach mission to support two initiatives including Small Business ID Theft and Fraud and
Child ID Theft and Internet Safety and Security.
Since that time, the Merchants ID Theft Advisory Board authored one of the first ever whitepapers
on Small Business ID Theft and Fraud and created the MKIDSS (Merchants Kids Identity Safety &
Security) program to help educate students, parents and teachers on Child ID Theft and Internet
Safety.
During 2012, there were a number of research reports and surveys highlighting how Small Business
ID Theft and Fraud has become an emerging risk management issue including:




March 2012 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report – found that nearly 75 percent
of data breaches analyzed were businesses of 100 employees or less.
June 2012 Shred-it Small Business Survey – stated that security breaches within small
businesses are on the rise.
October 2012 NCSA / Symantec National Small Business Study – where U.S. small
business owners have a false sense of cybersecurity as 77 percent say their company is safe
from cyber threats yet 83 percent have no formal cybersecurity plan.

Based on the above, our all-volunteer Merchants ID Theft Advisory Board collaborated on
publishing a Small Business ID Theft and Fraud Best Practices eBook to help educate small
business owners and executives on six key areas of small business risk management including:




Background Screening
Data Breach Risk Management
Information Governance





IT Security Risk Management
Privacy and Security Law
Social Media Risks

Understanding that most small businesses can research this type of information online, we put this
eBook together with basic tips and straight forward recommendations in an easy to read format, so
that business owners can focus on their business. Whether your business has one employee or 50
employees, chances are you will learn something new or be reminded of a basic concept that will
help keep your business safe and secure.
Enjoy the read!

Russ Johnson
President & CEO
Merchants Information Solutions
rjohnson@merchantsinfo.com
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Background Screening
Why Background Screening is Imperative to YOUR Organization
In looking for people to hire, you look for three qualities: integrity, intelligence, and energy. And if
they don't have the first, the other two will kill you.”… Warren Buffet
If you are about to hire your next employee – STOP – and take 10 minutes to think through some
of the very significant implications facing every business today – whether you have 10 employees or
10,000. Fortunately, in today’s information-rich world there are resources available to businesses of
all sizes that can make that next hiring decision safer and more confident. Every business now has
the ability to affordably vet candidates for:


A history of workplace violence



Termination for employee theft



Willingness to commit theft



Experience/skills

In today’s world, this is more important than ever. The safety of your employees/customers, the
reputation and financial stability of your company, and the quality of your product and service
delivery depend on it.
The Unfortunate Facts


According to the Bureau of Justice statistics, workplace violence accounts for 18 percent of
all violent crimes.



Research presented by the Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) shows over
50 percent of all resumes and applications contain fabrications.



The U.S. Department of Commerce estimates that employee theft causes 33 percent of all
business failures.



66 percent of negligent hiring trial cases result in jury awards averaging $600,000 in damages.
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Employers are always looking for a more effective hiring process that enables them to obtain the
desired efficiency and diversity within their organization. The goal is to increase productivity, lower
costs and lower the possibility of employment litigation. Traditionally, the hiring process required
the candidate to complete an employment application, the application was reviewed by a manager
and if approved, there was an applicant interview. These steps help to identify the “ideal” candidate;
however, to obtain the complete picture of an applicant, an organization must also employ a
reasonable and reliable comprehensive background screening process that provides a holistic view of
the applicant including past behavior, personality, job skills, and work ethics. While this type of
comprehensive background screening used to be the exclusive realm of large companies, it is now
available and affordable to employers of all sizes. There are many benefits:


Reduced potential litigation



Improved attendance and lower turnover



Reduced workers’ compensation costs



Reduced employee theft



Reduced healthcare issues



Improved productivity

What is Negligent Hiring?
From a legal standpoint, Negligent Hiring is the concept that employers have an obligation to
protect their employees, clients, and other third parties from harm caused by any employee within
the organization.
It is important to mention that employers can be held liable for facts that are known, or should have
been discovered, regarding an employee's character or job-related experience during a standard
background investigation. In order to avoid questions of negligence, employers need to perform
their due diligence by conducting background checks on every employee hired. Prior to officially
on-boarding a prospective employee, employers must complete a thorough background check. This
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can include, but certainly is not limited to, contacting an applicant's former employers, checking
references, conducting a criminal background check, as well as validating the applicant’s identity.
No employer is immune from a lawsuit resulting from negligent hiring practices. But, if an
organization takes steps to make sure that their process is as complete as possible, the chances of a
lawsuit can be abated. If you hire someone and do not use “reasonable care” to validate their fitness
for duty, an individual could negatively impact the workplace as a result of negligence. If an
organization is aware, or has reason to believe, the employee is unfit for duty the employer can be
held liable for negligent hiring. Can your business survive the kind of financial hit that negligence
can bring?
From a personal standpoint, how will you feel if one of your employees or customers were injured
or killed by someone you hired that had a history of workplace violence? Looks can be deceiving.
After all, how many times do you hear an interview on the TV news: “But he was such a nice, quiet
man... a really good neighbor.” Chances are, there was a history - his neighbors just didn’t know
about it.
A Smart Financial Decision
Every applicant is truthful, but to what extent? Some omissions are inadvertent and/or irrelevant.
Some omissions or lies are to hide something, or to present themselves in a more favorable light.
Additionally, some candidates are simply pre-disposed to theft and will actually tell you this if asked
discretely.
The background screening matrix contained within this whitepaper details the most frequently used
background screening tools; however, more and more “forward thinking” organizations of all sizes
are using additional assessment tools to provide a more robust screening process which ultimately
optimizes their workforce and their organization.
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Included here are integrity tests, which can be
divided into two types: personality based tests and
overt integrity tests. Specifically, overt integrity tests
that focus on identifying applicants who are predisposed to engage in theft, drug and alcohol abuse,
violence and faking have been found to be highly
effective and produce dramatic positive results,
according to two studies conducted by Cornell University. Typical benefits realized here include
significantly reduced workers’ compensation loss rates, employee turnover, employee theft or
shrinkage, unemployment insurance expense, and other related health care expenses tied to STD,
LTD.
The next strategy, once a company has satisfied themselves that they have screened out the “high
risk” candidates, is to apply personality based tests which will further refine matching the best
candidates for their job requirements. Personality tests will measure personality traits such as
trustworthiness, empathy, customer service skills, sales skills, leadership traits etc.
Do your due diligence here as well. According to SHRM this is a $400 million plus industry and
growing at an 8% to 10% annual rate with literally thousands of tests in the marketplace.
Look for vendors that have a track record within the industry, including validation reports.
Specifically validation reports which document that the test meets EEOC standards and has
independently-based validations that the test does what it says it will do and is non-discriminatory.
Easy to Implement
With a little research these tools are readily available via the Internet and the combination of adding
one or both of these types of tests will result in an organization finding better employees. Also,
they should all be available from one vender known as a “single source provider”. A “first tier”
background screening provider should be able to provide a full suite of products and services so you
do not need multiple relationships with multiple providers. The “single source provider” concept
will streamline your organization and provide more efficient processing of applicants and employees.
Some examples here include automated platform delivery of your background reports and
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assessments with integration services to your in-house systems, application tracking system (ATS)
capabilities with job board integration, integrity or personality test assessments, in-house
international search capabilities or a partnership established to handle international requests, finger
printing, drug testing as well as traditional background investigations.
The New Industry Standard
Background screening companies are now held to a higher standard. In 2010, the industry’s trade
association, the National Association of Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS) has identified
the first round of companies that have been “Accredited” by NABPS. Being “Accredited” means
that the background screening company has passed both a rigorous written examination and an onsite visit by industry professionals to ensure the organization is adhering to “best practices” within
the industry. Users of their services can feel comfortable they have invested significantly in their
business processes, practices and infrastructure and are doing things the right way. When searching
for a background screening provider it should be one of the first questions you ask. Are you a
member of NAPBS and are you Accredited by NAPBS?
Negligent Hiring Conclusion
As a business owner you have a responsibility to avoid “Negligent Hiring”. Comprehensive
background screening is available and affordable. Cutting edge companies are looking beyond just
the basic background screening tools.
Upgrade your process by considering integrity testing, but do your homework. Direct financial
benefits though improved performance and reduced theft as well as reducing the likelihood of
workplace violence, and the associated legal liability.
Ask your current vendor if they are a member of NABPS and what their plans are for accreditation.
Visit the NAPBS website to see if they made the grade. Does your vender provide your business
with all of the services you need to succeed?
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Remember, the organization with the “Best People” will win!
BACKGROUND SCREENING MATRIX – BEST PRACTICE SEARCHES
INSTANT SEARCHES
SSN Address History

Instant Nationwide
Criminal/Sex Offender

Instant State Criminal/Sex
Offender
Instant Terrorist Watch List

Using a name and social security number, a past address
history search retrieves information from the credit
bureaus and reveals where a subject has lived and or filed
for taxes. Report often shows AKAs associated with the
SSN provided. With this information, you can begin to
run some of the most basic but powerful searches for
criminal records; the county and statewide criminal
searches.
Results received from the Nationwide Criminal/Sex Offender search
should be confirmed at the originating court house by ordering a
county criminal search.
The National Criminal/Sex Offender search retrieves
current data available from all states who post to the
state’s specific Corrections Database and Sex Offender
Database. Not all states contribute to these databases and
some states only provide data to the sex offender database
(DE, MA, SD and WY.)
This search pulls the same information as the Instant
Nationwide Criminal/Sex Offender search but limits the
results to the selected state.
TERRORIST DATABASE - We check the Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons list
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control
("OFAC") of the U.S. Department of the Treasury with
every criminal search. OFAC administers and enforces
economic and trade sanctions based on United States
foreign policy and national security goals against targeted
foreign countries, terrorists, international narcotics
traffickers, and those engaged in activities related to the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. As part of
its enforcement efforts, OFAC publishes a list of
individuals and companies owned or controlled by, or
acting for or on behalf of, targeted countries. It also lists
individuals, groups, and entities, such as terrorists and
narcotics traffickers designated under programs that are
not country-specific. Collectively, such individuals and
companies are called "Specially Designated Nationals" or
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"SDNs." Their assets are blocked by law and American
individuals and companies are generally prohibited from
dealing with SDNs. Results have full name, date of birth
if known, address, country, title, program, remarks like
AKA's. These records are screened individually and
carefully, and reported to the proper law enforcement
entities when a match is made. This dataset does NOT
contain DOB's.
We also search:
 Interpol Most Wanted
 Denied Persons List
 The Memorial Institute for the Prevention of
Terrorism (MIPT) Terrorist Knowledge Base
 Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC) List
 OCC Enforcement Actions List
 Federal Bureau of Investigations (Addt'l Violent
Crimes
 Federal Bureau of Investigations (Crimes against
Children
 Federal Bureau of Investigations (Criminal
Enterprise
 Federal Bureau of Investigations (Cyber Crimes
 Federal Bureau of Investigations (Domestic
Terrorism
 Federal Bureau of Investigations (Violent
Murders)
 Federal Bureau of Investigations (White Collar
Crimes
 Federal Bureau of Investigations (Most Wanted
Terrorists
DRUG SCREENING
RADAR 5- Panel Drug
Screen

Drug Screen (HHS/DOT), Urine (Five Drugs)
Drugs Tested:

Amphetamines

Cannabinoids (THC)

Cocaine

Opiates

Phencyclidine (PCP)

Creatinine, Reflexes to specific gravity if < 20

pH
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5/7/9 Drug Panel Screen

Drug Screen (HHS/DOT), Urine (Five Drugs)
Five Drugs Tested
•
Amphetamines
•
Cannabinoids (THC)
•
Cocaine
•
Opiates
•
Phencyclidine (PCP)
•
Creatinine, Reflexes to specific gravity if < 20
•
pH
Seven Drugs Tested
•
Amphetamines
•
Barbiturates
•
Benzodiazepines
•
Cannabinoids (THC)
•
Cocaine
•
Opiates
•
Phencyclidine (PCP)
Nine Drugs Tested
Amphetamines
•
Barbiturates
•
Benzodiazepines
•
Cannabinoids (THC)
•
Cocaine
•
Opiates
•
Phencyclidine (PCP)
•
Methadone
•
Propoxyphene
All panels include test for Ecstasy (MDMA).

D.O.T. 5 Panel Drug Screen
with MRO

DOT regulations specify that the results of each test be
reviewed by a Medical Review Officer (MRO) for
further analysis.(DOT Equivalent), Urine (Five Drugs)

5/7/9 Drug Panel with
MRO

In addition to the different panel tests, all results will be
reviewed by a Medical Review Officer (MRO) for
further analysis.
Drug Screen (HHS/DOT), Urine (Five Drugs)
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CRIMINAL RECORD
County Criminal

A search is conducted at the specified county for all felony
and misdemeanor convictions that have occurred during
the time period requested. Results do not include nonconviction information. Some court fees may apply.

County Civil

Civil history records provide information about: divorce,
product liability suits, violation of civil rights, judgments,
nonpayment of goods and other similar cases. These cases
can be found at county levels. Unless otherwise specified
and an additional fee is paid, records are only searched
back 7 years. Some court fees may apply.

Statewide Criminal Search

A search is conducted across all county courts for all
felony and misdemeanor convictions that have occurred
during the time period requested. Results are based upon
data recorded by the specific state. Some states require a
signed state specific release form or Notarized State Form
and or additional information from the candidate prior to
releasing recorded information
Some offenses are violations of Federal law as opposed to
state or local law. Record of these crimes can be located in
the US District Courts. Each state has at least one US
District Court, while others are divided into as many as
four districts in separate geographical regions. Federal
violations generally will not appear in either a county or
statewide criminal check. Only a small percentage of
criminal cases are violations of Federal law. However,
Federal offenses can be very severe involving kidnapping,
drug trafficking, interstate transportation of stolen goods,
bank robbery, and embezzlement.

Federal Criminal search

Federal Civil Search

Federal civil records are searched at an appropriate US
District Court. Cases are typically related to interstate
commerce, violations of civil rights, issues involving the
federal government, financial institutions, etc...
Approximately 93% of Federal Districts currently have
basic docket records accessible electronically. The records,
however, are limited to that specific district within that
state. We access Federal District Court records daily to
obtain the information you need to make informed hiring
decisions.

VERIFICATION
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Past Employment
Verification

Draws on previous employers knowledge of applicant
during the period of employment specified in the
application. The information obtained by the interviewer
includes but is not limited to: dates of employment,
character, salary, title, and performance.

Past Employment
Verification (DOT
compliant)

Verifies previous employers in compliance with Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Administration rules under section
391.23 Qualifications of Drivers. Verifies employment
history, drug and alcohol history and accidents and
incidents. The information obtained by the interviewer
includes but is not limited to: dates of employment,
character, salary, title, and performance
Confirms applicants’ highest level of education. We will
verify institutions, dates, major areas of study, degrees
earned and transcript information
Confirms applicant’s claims of dependability, integrity and
character through contact with business and personal
references.

Education Verification
Reference Verification

Professional License
Verification

Verifies professional license and certifications, as well as
providing the subjects professional standing with a
regulatory body. Based on the information submitted, we
contact the necessary licensing agencies, and verify
standing, as well as verifying dates and any other
information crucial to the license.

I-9 E-Verify

The I-9 Verification is a verification of a person's right to
work in the United States. The information is provided by
the United States Government and may only be used to
verify eligibility once the applicant has been accepted as an
employee. Clients must sign a Memorandum of
Understanding which will be reviewed and approved by
the DHS prior to activation of I-9 E-Verify service for the
client.

MedCheck

Searches for sanctioned and debarred individuals. It
reports on more than 50 types of healthcare professionals
and organizations ranging from physicians to home health
agencies and ambulatory services. Records are compiled
from over 800 state and federal resources, such as the
OIG and FDA.

Office of Inspector General
Check

Searches for names of excluded individuals and entities
with the Health and Human Services Office of the
Inspector General.
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SSN Validation

Validates year and state of issue and number combination

Workers Compensation

A statewide search which provides the injury description,
injury date, filing date, weekly compensation rate, and the
compensation time frame.

FCRA-COMPLIANT SEARCHES
Driving Records

Covers driving records in all fifty states. These reports can
include records of: driving while intoxicated, revoked
license, accidents, minor traffic violations. Because driving
records are held in state bureaus and have access to all
counties in the state and sometimes other states, they can
be very useful for general screening purposes. Records are
only searched back 3 - 5 years. Some court may fees apply.

Credit Report

Checks major credit bureau for credit history.
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Data Breach Risk Management
Is your Small Business Prepared for a Data Breach Event?
WHAT IS A DATA BREACH?
A data breach is an incident in which sensitive, protected or confidential data has potentially been
viewed, stolen or used by an individual unauthorized to do so. Data breaches may involve personal
health information (PHI), personally identifiable information (PII), trade secrets or intellectual
property.
The most common concept of a data breach is an attacker hacking into a corporate network to steal
sensitive data. However, not all data breaches are so dramatic. If an unauthorized hospital employee
views a patient’s health information on a computer screen over the shoulder of an authorized
employee that also constitutes a data breach. If an employee steals another employee(s) personnel
files containing PII or PHI that also constitutes a data breach.
A data breach can be malicious or accidental. Malicious obviously applies to a perpetrator with the
objective to access information that could be resold in the black market or utilized to transact an
identity fraud event. An accidental breach is much less obvious. A number of industry guidelines and
government compliance regulations mandate strict governance of sensitive or personal data to avoid
data breaches. Within a corporate environment, for example, the Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard (PCI DSS) dictates who may handle and use sensitive PII such as credit card
numbers, PINs and bank account numbers in conjunction with names and addresses. Within a
healthcare environment, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulates
who may see and use PHI such as name, date of birth, Social Security Number and health history
information.
If anyone who is not specifically authorized to do so views such information, the corporation or
healthcare organization charged with protecting that information is said to have suffered a data
breach. If a data breach results in identity theft and/or a violation of government or industry
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compliance mandates, the offending organization may face fines or other civil or criminal
prosecution.
Data breach events are an emerging risk
management issue for all businesses in general and
small businesses in particular. Based on the
numerous and persistent trend of data breach
events, no one company can prevent itself from
EVER having a data breach event.
That said, small businesses today are managing more
customer, employee and proprietary information
than ever before. The safeguarding of this
customer, employee and proprietary information is now a priority for small business owners along
with managing the risk and total cost of a potential data breach event.
In addition, the effective safeguarding of information could determine the success or failure of a
small business as identity thieves are targeting and stealing customer and employee information,
business assets, business credit information, and even the business branding and reputation for
financial gain. In recent years, identity thieves have learned that small business owners are an easier
target than big companies as big companies have more resources and have become better at
protecting their assets.
The Verizon 2012 Data Breach Investigations Report found that small businesses getting
attacked are one of the two big trends in its annual study of security breaches. The Verizon Data
Breach Investigations Report also found that nearly three-quarters of data breaches analyzed last
year were businesses of 100 employees or less.
For example, most small business owners are focused on selling products/services, growing
revenue/profits, and increasing the company’s brand image – while many of the same small business
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owners are ignoring basic information governance and security standards and regulatory
requirements.
Small business owners – regardless of the size of the business and number of employees – should
consider taking a proactive Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) approach in supporting and
protecting their business.
Small business data breach risk factors include people, processes and technologies:


People – the insider threat, whether accidental or malicious, can include current and former
employees, customers, associates, vendors, and independent contractors.



Processes – including information technology, enterprise risk management, marketing/sales
and human resources need to be aligned, defined, and documented.



Technologies – that are relied on to conduct and grow your business are also being used to
identify vulnerabilities and cyber threats on your business.

Data breach risk management can be supported by incorporating basic risk management
concepts including pre-employment background screening, even if there are only one or two
employees; information technology security including the use of firewalls and perimeter controls,
anti-virus/anti-malware solutions, database security tools, and endpoint security solutions; collateral
security to isolate and protect hard copy employee, patient and customer files; information
governance including a comprehensive security assessment; and vendor management including the
due diligence review of all vendors and their security standards.
What can a small business do? The first action item is to complete a data assessment of the type
of information that is being collected, used, stored and transmitted by asking the following
questions:


What type of data (e.g. current and former employee / customer / patient information) is in
your electronic and hard copy files?
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What type of Personally Identifiable, non-public Information (PII) is included in your
business data (e.g. name, address, social security number, driver’s license, bank account
information, credit/debit card, medical plan information)?



What percentage of your data involves the collection, storage, usage, and transmittal of
current and former PII?



What aspects of your business products, services and technology are performed within and
outside your business?



What is the value of your data assets if they were stolen and made public?



Is data that you store subject to civil fines and penalties if breached?



What is your overall financial risk if data you control is breached?



Which states does your business conduct business in and what states are your customers /
employees / patients domiciled?



Could a data breach damage your brand and if so what is the potential impact?



Does your business insurance include cyber/network liability insurance?

Data breach responsibility is on the data owner whether the business data is accidentally lost or
it is stolen with malicious intent. Any business that experiences a data breach should work with legal
counsel to determine regulatory requirements including but not limited to state breach notification
laws, the FACT Act Red Flags Rule, the HIPAA HITECH data breach requirements, the PCI Data
Security Standards, and the COPPA (Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act).
Based on current and future privacy and security laws, your business may have responsibility to
notify affected individuals of a potential security breach to their personal information – and
according to the March 2012 Ponemon Institute Cost of a Data Breach Report, a data breach
could cost your business up to $194 per lost record. So a question for every small business is: “Have
you budgeted $194 per individual record that resides in your database (customer or employee) in the
event of a data breach?”
Creating and implementing a data breach incident response plan can assist a small business in
several ways:
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Planning will significantly reduce costs related to breach response and help mitigate its
effects through efficient and timely notification.



If a professional breach remediation resource is not pre-determined an actual Breach
event could create an adverse situation through the haste of engaging a Breach response
provider.



Proper notification, planning, and professional execution of the plan will help mitigate
possible fines, penalties, class actions, brand damage, and loss of revenue.

While each small business is unique to its industry group or business sector, the foundation of a
small business data breach incident response plan should include the following tenants:


Determine Breach Source – and make sure the data compromise is isolated and access is
closed. If you cannot determine the source of breach you should engage a forensic
investigation company.



Breach Assessment – to determine the scope of the data breach event and the privacy and
data security regulatory requirements associated with the type of records in addition to the
state of domicile.



Response Plan – including internal employee education and talking points; public relations
press releases, customer education and resources; the small business or consumer solution(s)
to be considered; and the content and timely release of notification letters.



Protection Plan – including the small business or consumer protection services to be
offered to the compromised record group; and the confirmation of professional call center
and recovery advocate support services.



Breach Victim Resolution Plan – providing access to professional certified identity fraud
recovery advocates that will work on behalf of the victims to mitigate and resolve the issues
caused by breach. In order to provide the best level of consumer satisfaction make sure you
select a provider that performs resolution through a limited power of attorney. If a breach
victim thinks their data has been used to transact identity fraud the advocate will conduct
data base searches to help surface data that has been exposed but not initially discovered.
The advocate will also conduct credit history research and discovery. Credit monitoring
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provided in conjunction with this resolution service will also help provide detection. The
advocate will file disputes and require resolution from the entities affected by the identity
fraud event. This is all done until all of the discovered events are resolved.
Data Breach Victims Face a Real Risk that is not resolved through Traditional Breach
Response Programs
It is a known fact that an individual’s data records compromised in a breach typically are resold and
aggregated several times on black market Internet trading sites. This information is also warehoused
for time periods exceeding 12 months and may even take several years before the data is actually
used to transact an identity fraud event. There is a significant amount of profit in selling this data
alone. These black market Internet trading sites are high volume fencing operations for data brokers
supported by organized crime, international terrorist groups, and individual criminals.
Traditional Breach Victim Response Programs create a Significant Risk Management Gap
There is a significant risk management gap in traditional breach event victim response services in
today’s world. This risk management gap stems from the fact that traditional breach victim response
programs only provide detection and remediation services access for 12 months. Unless the data
breach perpetrator does not follow the typical modus operandi, the breach response services offered
through the breached organization are useless. In addition to the traditional time period providing
victim access being insufficient, some of the breach response services require victim registration and
authentication.
Registration requires that the compromised individual must enroll typically through an online
portal provided by the breached organizations response service provider. If the individual does not
register and enroll they cannot access the benefits provided.
Authentication requires both registration and enrollment first. Once the first step is taken, credit
monitoring activation for example, is done online through authentication which is a process that
validates the individual’s identity and allows access to credit monitoring and alerts.
Victim response programs offered today provide all, none, or some of the following victim identity
fraud detection and remediation benefits …
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Victim Notification – A letter communicating the breach event with information regarding
the data compromised with response program services access options available to the
compromised victims.



Assisted or Fully Managed Identity Fraud Resolution – Provides the victim with access
to identity theft recovery service professional certified advocates to file disputes and resolve.
The breached organization usually will send a limited information secure file specifying the
breach victims so the victim solution service provider can maintain a data base allowing the
breach victim to directly contact the service provider to activate services if an event occurs
that makes them think they are a victim of identity fraud. Registration and Authentication
are usually not required.



Credit Monitoring - Will monitor consumer’s credit reports for activity and alert them to
changes to their accounts. If an alert is generated that is not the individuals being monitored
the change may be identity fraud. Credit monitoring is usually provided to victims that utilize
the fully managed recovery service at no cost to the victim or breached organization.
Registration and Authentication is required.



Credit Reports - An amendment to the federal Fair Credit Reporting Act requires each of
the major nationwide consumer reporting companies provide a consumer with a free copy of
their credit report, at their request, once every 12 months. In addition, individuals that think
they are a victim of identity theft they can notify one of the major credit repositories and
receive a credit report in addition to filing a credit alert. (This is a FREE service if you go
directly to one of the credit repositories. This will also be included with most fully managed
recovery services at no additional expense). Registration and Authentication is required
if the service is included as a breach victim response service.



Fraud Alerts – Free service provided by the major credit repositories if a consumer thinks
they are a victim of identity theft. A fraud alert places a statement on a consumer’s credit
report. If an imposter attempts to obtain credit in the consumer’s name, the creditor will
check credit and will encounter a statement that says something to this effect: "I may be a
victim of fraud. Call me at my phone number 123-456-7890 before extending credit." An
initial fraud alert lasts 90 days. An identity theft victim can request an extended fraud alert
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that remains a part of their credit files for seven years. (Placing a fraud alert is usually
recommended by most fully managed recovery service providers at the initial point of
contact) Authentication is required and can be completed by phone or online by the
victim.


Internet Monitoring - Monitors internet black market websites, chat rooms, etc. for
personal credentials, such as name, SSN, credit cards, driver’s license, etc. In the event that a
monitored personal credential surfaces on one of these internet sites an Alert will be sent via
email or text message. Registration is required in order to monitor. The process
includes victim input of the personal credentials.



Identity Theft Expense Reimbursement Coverage – Reimburses for expenses related to
identity theft resolution including lost wage and legal fees and expenses. The victim is usually
responsible for compiling receipts eligible for claim reimbursement and submitting them to
the underwriter at the end when all identity fraud issues are resolved. Registration may be
required in some cases. When fully managed recovery service through a limited
power of attorney is activated specific registration for expense reimbursement
insurance is not required. The true fully managed recovery service also incurs all or a
majority of the expenses that are scheduled for reimbursement under the expense
reimbursement insurance making the real value of having such coverage benefit
incidental.

Time period access for traditional breach response services is 12 months
All, some, or none of these traditional services may be provided at the expense and discretion of the
organization in which the breach event occurred.
The usual time period a breach victim can access traditional services is up to 12 months. The time
period available for breach victim access is limited because the business that was breached is
responsible for the cost of providing these services.
The cost of the breach response services may be partially covered in breach liability insurance
policies. The reason only a portion of the cost is covered is due to coverage deductibles, policy
limits, and coverage exclusions. Most breach liability insurance policies do not include solution
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service providers. “Solution Service Providers” are the organizations that actually execute the breach
response plan, Program services delivery, and victim support.
Some breach policy underwriters provide access to breach solution service providers however their
services are engaged and billed to the breached organization separately. Then reimbursement claims
are filed with the breach liability insurance provider to “partially” reimburse for covered losses.
48 states have some type of breach notification requirements. While there is some continuity in each
states requirement there are differences that need to be properly addressed for compliance purposes.
Certain types of organizations also have to comply with specific regulators that oversee their type of
business of profession.
The Issue “If the stolen data is monetized through reselling, aggregating, warehousing and
typically not used to transact identity fraud for several years, what benefits do traditional
response plans provide?” NOT MUCH
Identity fraud experts realize that there is a significant risk management gap in traditional breach
response services due to the fact that are victim access is usually provided for a 12 month time
period. Some traditional response and monitoring services may have a nominal benefit in the first 12
months subsequent to a breach however, access to those services usually expire after the 12 month
period when they are really needed.
To make matters worse a majority of the breach response benefits require registration and
authentication. If the breach victim has not registered and authenticated then any monitoring service
or expense reimbursement coverage that has not been activated is totally useless.
Breach response resolution and monitoring services can also carry a very high price tag. The larger
the volume of compromised records the greater impact it has on the breached organizations bottom
line.
The compromised organization has to balance out the cost of providing breach response services to
mitigate brand damage and loss of revenue with its public relations benefit. Most guidance and
regulation directives provided by government consider providing breach response services for 12
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months acceptable. A majority of consumers that don’t know the risk they face also see the 12
month breach response service access as acceptable.
If a consumer understood the actual LONG TERM and SHORT TERM effects that a Breach could
have on his/her life, there would be more class action lawsuits and the demand for more regulation
would follow. Organizations that have and will suffer a breach event stand to experience a negative
impact unless they take a proactive approach.
The proper risk management response solution for the LONG TERM and Short Term
effects of a breach event should include:
1. Provide access to breach response services for more than 12 months. In fact, up to 5 years is a
better way to go.
2. Provide breach remediation services that can be accessed anytime during the access period that
does not require registration or authentication.
3. Balance out the cost of providing the services over a longer period of time by eliminating high
cost services such as Credit monitoring and expense reimbursement. In the course of the
consumer and regulators “Real Effects” awareness transition phase it is suggested at least some
form of monitoring for 12 months.
4. The cost of providing the most comprehensive risk management breach response benefit can
also be the least expensive depending on the service provider. The most comprehensive and
effective breach response benefit that can be provided to victims is fully managed identity fraud
recovery. The gold standard of the industry provides recovery and remediation through a limited
power of attorney.
5. Internet monitoring is also an efficient and effective way to help alert victims to data that is
exposed on black market internet sites, however it does require registration.
Industry experts will all agree that Fully Managed Recovery Services provided by experienced
professional recovery advocates will be more effective and efficient cost wise than any other breach
response service known today. In fact an organization that makes the decision to provide fully
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managed recovery services for a 5 year time period will pay less that they would for 12 months of
credit monitoring services.
Why does Fully Managed Identity Fraud Recovery Services make sense from a Risk
Management standpoint?
In most cases the source of the identity fraud event cannot be detected. So for example, three years
down the road how can the victim really know that the breach source was the organization that had
some of their personal data subjected to a breach event? The best fully managed recovery service
providers will cover any type of identity theft and not require evidence regarding when the event
occurred. They will provide remediation and resolution until completed without a time limit.
The fact that this benefit can be accessed at any time during the benefits period without registration
or authentication makes this a consumer friendly option.
When the breach victim’s access time period extends to 5 years or more the fully managed recovery
remediation and resolution solution will continue to provide more value from public relations and
risk management standpoint.
As consumer awareness regarding the “Real Effects” of breach continues to gain exposure and
attention, hopefully government lawmakers will also understand how they should regulate and
provide proper guidance to organizations that control and maintain personal non-public data. breach
response risk management solutions that benefit victims for the “Long Term and Short Term”
effect of identity fraud is a solution that can be provided now.
If your organization suffers a data breach, make sure you access a breach resolution service provider
that is consultative and not just offering “turn-key” breach response package options for profit.
There is nothing “turn-key” about a breach. Each one is unique and properly responding to a breach
event can help mitigate its effect on brand damage, loss of customers, regulatory issues, and financial
loss.
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Make sure you have a breach response resource in place in advance so that the proper due diligence
can be conducted at your convenience, as opposed to the haste associated with no plan.
To do the right thing for victims of a breach event for a longer period of time does not necessarily
cost more than the traditional approach to breach response. It is important to consider how
consumer awareness will evolve and how your organizations breach response solution will impact
your brand image.
Small Business Data Breach Risk Management Recommendations


Know your organization’s strengths and weaknesses.



Monitor your business credentials to help provide early detection.



Schedule periodic assessments and test your small business security vulnerably strengths and
weaknesses. Have appropriate dual controls in place for access to sensitive data and financial
transactions and audit that access at least annually.



Perform periodic social engineering testing of staff and vendors who have access to your
data. This could include sending emails that look legitimate that include links. Track who has
clicked on the link and follow up with them on the risk and violation of policy.



Increase employee information governance and security awareness through education
including written communications and meetings. If you perform transactions or
communications via TTY devices ensure there is a second level of authentication review.
Make staff aware a large number of small business and personal breaches occur because of
use of open Wi-Fi connections especially in vacation and conference settings.



Implement baseline safeguards and controls such as securing sensitive business, employee
and customer information including electronic and paper files. Ensure you have the ability to
wipe data from employee devices remotely if reported missing or an employee is terminated.



Keep your technology current including the use of a firewall, anti-virus software, encryption,
and a strong password management policy. Ensure malware software and firewalls are up to
date and maintained on employee devices. If you allow your employees to use their own
devices, both mobile and laptop, consider having a third party application to secure
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connections. These are available from most major mobile carriers or can be managed on
your own enterprise network.


Vigilance including annual pre-employment screening and limitation or restriction of certain
data related to employee responsibility.



Stay current on ID Theft and Data Breach related events/trends – especially in your industry
group and the states you conduct business. Education and awareness can help you prevent
business and personal identity fraud losses.



Determine how much financial risk your firm can fund and evaluate the need for cyber
liability coverage if you have not done this already.



Understanding your business owner insurance policy including the cyber/network liability
coverage – and, consider adding a cyber/network liability endorsement if the current
business owner policy does not include said coverage.
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Information Governance
Protecting your business means protecting your information
If you worry about your business becoming a victim of theft of sensitive information, you probably
are concerned with some foreign hacker, sitting alone at a local cyber café in a faraway country,
sipping on a latte while trolling for your company’s internal secrets. Worse yet, perhaps you fear a
hack being committed by a professional, sponsored by some rouge nation whose goal is to disrupt
commerce within the United States, upsetting our economy while putting you out of business and
Americans out of work. In the cyber world these types of hacks are attempted each and every day.
However, the hack that you may worry the least about is the one most likely to occur. The
computer intrusion your company will probably face is the one that will be committed by the hacker
you already know.
Many of the computer intrusions against small to mid-size businesses come not from the
foreign hacker, but rather the business competitor. In many of these instances the competitor
hacker has obtained his advantage by hiring away one of your trusted employees who has insider
knowledge. Or perhaps, it is one of your soon to be former employees who have decided to go
into business for themselves. In either event, to guard against this danger there are steps you must
take to not only ensure the hacker can be prosecuted, but also to make sure you are not forced out
of business. Preferably your goal should be to stop the attack before it occurs.
Title 18, United States Code, Section 1030(4) (Fraud and related activity in connection with
computers), provides that “Whoever knowingly and with intent to defraud, accessed a protected
computer without authorization, or exceeds authorized access, and by means of such conduct
furthers the intended fraud and obtains anything of value, unless the subject of the fraud and the
thing obtained consists only of the use of the computer and the value of such use is not more than
$5,000 in any 1-year period". Therefore, to obtain law enforcement action if your computer system
has been illegally accessed, you will need to be able to prove the element of intent as well as prove
your system was “protected”. While this is far less complicated when the hack is committed by a
foreign third party, showing intent to commit a crime committed by a current or former employee
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can be far more difficult. Nevertheless, by putting into place some basic precautions the element of
intent can quite easily be demonstrated. This is where a sound and implemented information
governance policy can be the key.
Information governance is a set of multi-disciplinary policies, procedures and controls that
authorizes and restricts your employees’ use of the company computer, as well as their
access to sensitive information. More importantly, without an information governance policy in
place, it is virtually impossible to prove intent. When the FBI is contacted after a computer
intrusion or theft of proprietary information has occurred, one of the Bureau’s first questions will be
“was your employee entitled to access the information in which they did”? If the answer is no, then
the Bureau’s next question will be “how can we prove it”.
Information governance consists essentially of five areas—Data Governance, Information
Technology Governance, Information Security Governance, Physical Security and
Responsible Information Management.
Data Governance is the manner in which a company exercises control over the processes and
methods of handling information. Does your company’s policy restrict an employees’ computer use,
to include whether or not they are allowed to access the company system from the privacy of their
homes? Are your employees permitted to log on whenever they like, or are they restricted to only
certain hours of the day? In the reality of today’s 24/7 work world your employees may need access
at all hours, which will mean occasionally working from home. After all, time is money, and in
today’s competitive business world you need any edge you can get on the competition. However, by
spelling out a specific policy of the dos and don’ts, you can more easily monitor your employees’ use
of your information, and spot obvious violations that may provide clues to nefarious intent. A
specific process of Data Governance not only will hold employees accountable, but in the long run
will ensure the organization is operating efficiently, as both leadership and employees understand the
boundaries which they must work within.
Information Technology Governance focuses on ensuring that all of the stakeholders within the
organization have the necessary input in the decision making process. Information Technology (IT)
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can no longer be in a “black box”, meaning decisions regarding
how information is handled technologically can no longer be
relegated to the IT personnel alone. By all interested parties
coming together to ensure the proper governance steps are
taken everyone’s interests will be properly met. Also, as a
byproduct, no longer can IT personnel be held solely
responsible for decisions deemed to be poorly made.
Leadership’s role and vested interest in the decision making
process will give them accountability as well, thereby freeing all
parties to institute policies that are in the best interest of the
company without fear of mitigating blame. Furthermore, Information Governance is becoming
more recognized corporately and legally as a fiduciary responsibility of leadership, much like present
day accounting and human resource systems.
Information Security Governance focuses on the information security systems to offer protection
against unauthorized access. It is not just the computer hack that the company needs to be
concerned about, but also what will happen to the information if it is compromised. Companies
need to examine their in place protections to ensure against improper disclosure, as well as protect
against modification or destruction of sensitive information.
Physical Security focuses on an organization’s physical security system and policies. Physical
security is any and all necessary requirements that once implemented are designed to prevent, deter,
inhibit or mitigate threats that face the safety and security of persons, property and information.
While many information security governance practices are driven by legislative requirements for
tighter requirements, physical security standards including closed circuit television monitoring and
ancillary components typically have fewer legal requirements for its expansion and use.
Small Businesses should not wait for legal mandates to provide adequate physical security standards
to protect the small business and its data. In coordination with the Information Governance
protection procedures and policies, physical security policies can provide enhancements by adding
another layer of protection.
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Through a collaborative process – every small business, regardless of size, should involve employees
in the assessment process of identifying internal threats. This process can create a strong and
healthy work environment while strengthening the information and physical security policies.
Generally speaking, physical security components are made up of Access Controls including Bio
Metrics, Alarm Monitoring and Closed Circuit Television (CCTV). All three components
along with a moderately sophisticated physical security function – that is strategically aligned to a
common set of security policies – can harden a target from the internal threat, whether it is
information misappropriation or criminal in nature.
The Access Control components of the physical security program are used to grant or deny
physical access to specific buildings or rooms within a structure. Additionally, access control can
also be linked to information access points as needed to control and track the location of an
employee.
Alarm Monitoring is designed to inform the monitoring center of an intrusion, panic, and/or
threat event. It can also be used with the access control components to audibly notify an employee
of a breach when an individual does not have authority to be in an office or virtual location.
The Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) component of a physical security program including digital
recording with video analytics can warn the monitoring center of unusual actions that an employee is
demonstrating while at work. Video analytics is the software program in a video system that is
adjusted based on a set of normal human actions and behaviors in a given environment.
Since most inappropriate actions or criminal acts are preceded by abnormal behaviors and actions,
the video system is programmed with analytic software that can alert the monitoring center of these
abnormalities. This allows the control center operators to focus its attention on those abnormal
behaviors and actions and then notify the small business owner and/or leadership for proper followup, investigation and intervention.
When a small business focuses on both information and physical security, a small business will have
greater opportunities to improve its risk management objectives and successfully prevent, deter,
inhibit, and mitigate internal and external threats to the small business.
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Finally, Responsible Information Management goes to the core of the organization’s values and
ethics in protecting sensitive data. Many of these decisions will be driven by legislative
requirements, such as the Red Flag rules and Sarbanes-Oxley. However, companies need to engage
in these discussions so that they can not only adhere to the law, but also balance the societal and
economic significances involved. All companies want to be seen as good partners in society, but
have to take into account the financial bottom line. This balancing test needs to be openly discussed
and incorporated in the operations of the company. Corporate leadership is responsible to steward
their organization and governing their information has become a major focus of many large and
small companies.
Using the five components of Information Governance—Data Governance, Information
Technology Governance, Information Security Governance, Physical Security, and Responsible
Information Management—organizations can then objectively examine the potential threats or
possible damage to a company’s protected data. Threats can be in the form of malicious code, a
web compromise, an insider compromising trade secrets, or the criminal engaged in social
engineering. But regardless of the threat, one thing is certain—you must have established
Information Governance policies in place.
A written Information Governance policy, reviewed and signed on an annual basis by every
company employee (and again, regardless of the size of the business) will document the
needed element of proof showing intent, thereby then shifting the burden to the employee
or hacker to prove their actions were not criminal in nature. Additionally, when an employee
leaves your company, ensure that their access to the business data is quickly terminated and their
access password has been removed. If you are able to show intent a law enforcement investigation
and prosecution are far more likely to occur. Likewise, a successful prosecution will likely assist in
your obtaining restitution for whatever damage occurred, as well as be a loud and clear message to
others that your company will deal seriously with other would-be thieves of sensitive information
who might contemplate trying the same.
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It is not a matter of if, but a matter of when your company will become the victim of someone
attempting to probe your business information. The key to ensuring that you are prepared for such
is to minimize the potential for the hack by having in place a comprehensive Information
Governance plan, to understand what needs to be done to ensure the necessary evidence is available
to seek judicial remedies, and to have mechanisms in place so that your data is backed up off-site,
and easily retrievable to keep your business going. Having a full and managed Information
Governance policy is responsible leadership to your company, your sensitive information and your
clients. Failing to have an Information Governance policy leaves your organization vulnerable to
unnecessary risks.
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IT Security Risk Management
IT Security Risk Management for your Small Business
Information technology security and risk management – at first glance – appear to be two
distinct and separate functions within any small or large business.
However, the breathtaking pace of changes in technology combined with the large amounts of data
used and stored digitally by small businesses require a more comprehensive approach to managing
technology and data.
That said small businesses today need to utilize a risk management approach in assessing and
addressing their network, technology devices and vulnerabilities.
In assessing security risks and vulnerabilities, it is important to look at both:


Insider Threats: While most employees behave with integrity, there is always the potential
that an employee could significantly impact IT security if they simply become careless or
even “go rogue.” This could include unsuspectingly downloading a virus or malware, stealing
data, deleting business-critical files, or even sabotaging computer systems. This type of threat
is often the most difficult to detect since employees already have system access, and it can be
challenging to distinguish normal behavior from a potential security issue.



External Threats: It seems like there is no limit to the number of outside forces that could
potentially harm even the most protected IT system. These external forces include computer
equipment thieves, contractors, hackers, former employees, and organized crime. They have
a wide-variety of ways to attack small businesses, but some of the common techniques they
use include Denial of Service (DoS) attacks and phishing.

Both these internal and external forces can exploit IT security vulnerabilities in variety of different
ways, and key areas that small businesses should vigilantly monitor include:
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Cloud Computing Platforms: While cloud computing offers significant benefits for small
businesses, it is important to keep in mind that you are providing a third-party with your
data, and potentially very sensitive data. If a cloud vendor’s security is breached, there is the
potential that your data will also be breached or a “back door” could be opened into your
systems. When working with any cloud vendor, small businesses should extensively validate
the cloud vendor’s security practices to make certain they trust the cloud vendor to protect
and secure hosted data like it is their own. A good practice is to ask if the cloud provider
engages an outside party to perform an audit of their security and control practices such as a
Service Organization Controls Report.



Cyber Threats: This most commonly includes Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs),
malware and viruses that seek to harm or gain access to data stored on web servers, behind
firewalls, encrypted, and transmitted via mobile networks.



Physical Assets: With wide-spread adoption of laptops, smartphones and tablets in the
business world, a data breach can occur if even one of these devices is stolen or lost. Small
businesses should explore ways to protect any sensitive company data housed on mobile
devices. This is especially relevant today with the BYOD (bring your own device)
movement, where employees are increasingly using their own personal devices for work
purposes.



Social Engineering: This technique focuses on manipulating people into sharing
confidential information or circumventing security. This is often done to gather information,
commit fraud or gain computer system access from an unsuspecting person.



Regulatory Requirements: It is critical that small businesses understand privacy and
security laws, such as state breach notification laws, FTC Red Flags Rule, and the HIPAAHITECH data breach requirements. Additionally, small businesses should pay close
attention to Payment Card Industry (PCI) regulations associated to credit card transactions,
especially as more small businesses use mobile devices to “swipe” credit cards. Failure to
comply with these regulations could have a significant financial impact on a small business.
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Once a small business has a better understanding of the security risks and vulnerabilities related to
technology – it can implement and support a best practices policy to help protect its business,
employees, customers, partners and suppliers.
An information technology security assessment
is an example of an information technology best
practice that can be used for your small business.
An information technology security assessment (IT
Security Assessment) is an opportunity for any
organization, including small businesses, to identify
potential information technology related
vulnerabilities and risks.
A common misperception is that a small business does not require a comprehensive information
technology assessment simply because the business is a small business with a small database.
However, and quite the contrary, most small businesses – especially those with a database including
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) – are at risk of being targeted by identity theft criminals
and hackers. And, the bottom line is that it only takes one device to breach any company’s defenses
regardless of the organization’s size.
The standard assessment will deliver practical guidance and advice – whether your business is a one
person company or a 100 person company. The assessment begins once the small business agrees
to grant access to its physical location to a reputable third-party IT security expert, provides network
access, and outlines detailed information about the small business network infrastructure, etc.
All parties understand that the goal is to study security and identify improvements to secure the
systems. An assessment for security is potentially the most useful of all security tests.
The following outline is an example of an information technology security assessment:
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Requirement study and situation analysis



Document review



Risk identification



Vulnerability scan, including wireless networks



Social engineering testing



Data analysis



Report & briefing

Based on the above, the security assessment report will include the following
information/assessment:


Introduction/background information



Executive and Management summary



Industry benchmarking of overall security posture against other similar industries or
company sizes



Industry benchmarking associated to the risk level of each vulnerability



Assessment scope and objectives



Assumptions and limitations



Methods and assessment tools used



Current environment or system description with network diagrams, if any



Security requirements



Summary of findings and recommendations



The general control review result



The vulnerability test results



Risk assessment results including identified assets, threats, vulnerabilities, impact and
likelihood assessment, and the risk results analysis



Recommended safeguards
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Once complete, your small business will most likely have an advantage over the competition as your
security assessment will be a valuable marketing and due diligence tool to show how your small
business is able to support a trusted vendor relationship.
The last recommended priority action item is the creation of a small business continuity
plan (BCP) which will help identify potential exposures related to internal and external threats and
provide key prevention and recovery action items.
A small business continuity plan will also help a small business owner remain open for business
under an unexpected and adverse condition (e.g. a data breach event, an employee injury or a
physical loss of property).
Finally, your new business continuity plan should be used as a working document that will change
and evolve along with your business strategies and objectives.
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Privacy and Security Law
Privacy & Security Law Compliance and your Small Business
Small business compliance and regulatory drivers include privacy and security laws and as a
result, are now a focal point for many small business owners.
Specifically, small businesses that use, store, transfer, and/or own Personally Identifiable (nonpublic) Information (PII) such as employee or customer data including but not limited to a credit
card number, checking account number, social security number, driver’s license number, or
professional license number must implement reasonable security procedures to protect an
individual’s PII.
Since 2004 – when California enacted the first state breach notification law in the United States –
many other federal and state legislative and regulatory agencies have enacted similar notification
laws.
And what was once considered a big business regulatory requirement and responsibility, these
privacy and security laws now cover almost every business (large and small) in almost every industry
group or business sector in almost every state.
The initial foundation for privacy and security laws was based on how personal information can be
used to initiate fraudulent activities that appear to be in the name of an individual consumer for
financial gain.
However, more recent privacy and security laws now
include protections for individuals whose PII is related to
non-financial, fraudulent events such as driver’s license
information.
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As a small business owner, it is important to be aware of a number of federal and state privacy
and security laws that can apply to small businesses including but not limited to the following:
FTC Red Flags Rule is a U.S. federal law that requires certain businesses that fall under the FTC’s
definition of a “creditor” that has “covered accounts” to have an ID theft “prevention, detection
and mitigation” plan in place if the breach of customer information could lead to potential ID theft
event(s). Enforcement of the new Red Flags rule has now been in effect since December 31, 2010.
Red Flags Rule Checklist:


Identify Covered Accounts



Identify Red Flags



Develop internal procedures to detect Red Flags



Determine appropriate responses to detected Red Flags



Implement Identity Theft Prevention Program training



Identify and review Service Provider agreements for compliance Theft Prevention Program



Develop a Red Flags Rule Protocol



Plan for an annual Red Flag review

Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) is a U.S. federal law that has
evolved in security law – also known as the Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical Health Act (HITECH Act) that requires a data breach notification for business
associates. Business associates are companies like accounting firms, billing agencies, law firms
and/or other businesses that provide services to entities like hospitals, medical groups, dental
groups, pharmacies, and other healthcare related companies. With the change in the HITECH
privacy provisions related to ARRA (American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009), the
business associate now has responsibility and liability directly for a breach. This new HITECH
provision has been effective since February 17, 2010.
HIPAA HITECH Checklist:


Identify the individual with responsibility for privacy security
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Create a written privacy security policy



Implement an annual privacy security policy assessment



Update privacy policy every annually



Provide regularly scheduled privacy security training to all employees

A third regulatory and compliance driver for small businesses are the current 46 state Security
Breach Notification Laws, along with the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the
Virgin Islands. In each instance, each state breach notification law requires your business –
regardless of size – to notify any employee, customer and/or member of a data breach event where
employee, customer and/or member PII may have been lost or stolen.
State Security Breach Notification Law Checklist:


Annual confirmation of the states your customers and employees are located in



Current review of state breach notification laws where your business conducts business



Understanding of personal information that is subject to the breach notification law(s) where
your business conduct business



Understanding the state breach notification process ranging from securing data to contacting
law enforcement to notifying the state attorney general’s office (or designated regulated
agency) to notifying affected employees and/or customers

Children's Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) is a U.S. federal law created to protect
children's privacy and safety online including restrictions on the marketing to those under 13.
The act, effective April 21, 2000, applies to the online collection of personal information by persons
or entities under U.S. jurisdiction from children under 13 years of age. It details what a website
operator must include in a privacy policy, when and how to seek verifiable consent from
a parent or guardian, and what responsibilities your business has as an operator.
COPPA Checklist:


Post a privacy policy on the homepage of the website operator and link to the privacy policy
everywhere personal information is collected
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Provide notice to parents about the site’s information collection practices



Give parents the choice to consent to the collection and use of a child’s personal
information and for said information to not be disclosed to third parties



Provide parents with access to their child’s information, and the opportunity to delete the
information and opt out of the future collection or use of the information



To not require a child’s participation in an activity on the disclosure of more personal
information than is reasonably necessary for the activity



Maintain the confidentiality, security and integrity of the personal information collected from
children

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) is an information security standard
for organizations that handle cardholder information for the major debit, credit, prepaid, epurse, ATM, and POS cards. Defined by the Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council,
the standard was created to increase controls around cardholder data to reduce credit card fraud via
its exposure. Validation of compliance is done annually — by an external Qualified Security
Assessor (QSA) for organizations handling large volumes of transactions, or by Self-Assessment
Questionnaire (SAQ) for small businesses handling smaller volumes.
PCI DSS Checklist:


Install a firewall to protect cardholder data



Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system passwords



Protect stored cardholder data



Encrypt transmission of cardholder data



Use and regularly update anti-virus software



Restrict access to cardholder data by business need to know



Assign a unique ID to each person with computer access



Restrict physical access to cardholder data



Regularly test security systems and processes



Maintain a policy that addresses information security for all personnel
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Based on the above privacy and security laws, small business owners need to understand how their
business relates to each law and how their business needs to respond in the event of a data breach
event.
According to the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse (PRC), which is a San Diego, California based,
nonprofit consumer organization that tracks and reports on privacy and security laws along with
publicly known data breach events, there are eight (8) types of Data Breaches including:


Unintended disclosure (DISC) - Sensitive information posted publicly on a website,
mishandled or sent to the wrong party via email, fax or mail.



Hacking or malware (HACK) - Electronic entry by an outside party, malware and spyware.



Payment Card Fraud (CARD) - Fraud involving debit and credit cards that is not
accomplished via hacking. For example, skimming devices at point-of-service terminals.



Insider (INSD) - Someone with legitimate access intentionally breaches information - such
as an employee or contractor.



Physical loss (PHYS) - Lost, discarded or stolen non-electronic records, such as paper
documents.



Portable device (PORT) - Lost, discarded or stolen laptop, PDA, smartphone, portable
memory device, CD, hard drive, data tape, etc.



Stationary device (STAT) - Lost, discarded or stolen stationary electronic device such as a
computer or server not designed for mobility.



Unknown or other (UNKN)

A small business owner needs to be aware of and clearly understand the types of data breach events
that can impact their small business.
A 5 step checklist to privacy and security compliance should include the following elements:
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Understanding how a data breach can negatively impact your small business revenue, profits
and brand reputation



Complete awareness and understanding of federal and state privacy and security laws



The creation of a data breach incident plan to respond to federal and state security laws



Establishment of and regularly scheduled risk assessments ranging from the type of
information your small business uses/owns to how your small business safeguards said
information



Education and training for all employees – whether your small business has one employee or
10 employees – on the privacy and security laws and information governance and security
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Social Media Risks
The Evolving Risk of Social Media
The public relations and marketing objectives for most small businesses utilizing social media
can vary by the industry group(s) a small business is in and the vertical market(s) the small business
delivers its products and services to.
Examples of common public relations and marketing objectives for small businesses can include
brand reputation, industry education, product knowledge, positive testimonials and references,
customer service, lead generation, direct sales, and channel sales that will lead to increased revenue
and profit.
At the same time, public relations and marketing objectives can also include minimizing the negative
news and market perceptions from offering a poor product/service, poor customer service,
negligent advice, and employee or customer issues resulting in legal and financial liabilities and lost
revenue and profits.
The fact is, social media marketing has created new opportunities and new risks for all businesses
in general and small businesses in particular.
Some of the new opportunities created by social media include the ability to significantly increase
business and consumer connections along with increasing your brand through social networking
sites such as LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.
Some of the new risks created by social media include the creation of a permanent record and
potential reputational damage to your brand through social networking sites.
That said, small business owners are more likely to understand the benefits of social media versus
the negative risks that might affect a small business. So what is the answer to support small business
owners in their social media marketing goals?
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The simple answer is education. Specifically, the education relating to social media threats and
challenges in managing the internal (employees and vendors) and external (customers and
competitors) social media platforms being used by the business.
This means developing a social media policy in general and a social media risk management program
in particular to help mitigate and/or eliminate the potential risks associated with social media.
Social media risks are a new and emerging risk management issue for small businesses. Whether
accidental or intentional, the risks associated with social media are constantly evolving. Examples of
social media risks include but are not limited to the following:


Employee use of social media outside the workforce writing negative comments about other
employees or managers



Employee use of social media writing negative comments on how their small business
products/services are better than the competition



Employee use of social media to make false or misleading claims about their company versus
the competition



Employee use of social media soliciting third party testimonials from other employees on the
benefits of the company’s product/services



Employee use of social media to commit copyright or trademark infringement



Employee use of social media to use intellectual property without permission



Employee use of social media to steal trade secrets or worse, the posting of trade secrets and
confidential information



Employer use of social media to monitor the online activities of its employees



Employer use of social media for pre-employment screening relating to the applicant’s age,
religion, race, sexual orientation, and/or disability



Employee and/or employer use of social media using employee or customer information
that is lost, stolen or made public (by accident or with malicious intent) resulting in a data
breach event
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Employee and/or employer use of social media to sexually harass or discriminate against
employees

Based on the above, small businesses should not lose sight of the low cost value proposition of
social media ranging from employee education, customer contact and marketing strategies that can
reach anyone at any time in almost any location in the world.
However and based on the above, small businesses need to create a social media policy and risk
management plan that responds to any employee or employer action that can create legal and
financial liabilities for the small business.
Creating a social media risk management plan will
help a small business create a written social media
policy that will support the education and training of
employees, vendors and senior management on the
positives and negatives of a small business social media
strategy.
Here are four risk management tips that can help
protect, minimize and/or eliminate your small business
from social media risks:
1. Create a Crisis Management Plan detailing employee and employer protocol in the event of a
data breach, injured employee, customer complaints, or compliance issues. This crisis plan
should clearly state what is accepted and not accepted in using social media to share information
on these or other negative events that can place the company in jeopardy.
Crisis management plan components:


Create a written plan



Identify details of the crisis event
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Identify affected individuals and/or organizations related to the crisis event



Create and implement a customized response based on crisis event details



Be transparent in all communication to affected employees, customers and/or organizations

2. Understand that Social Media Creates a Permanent Record and that your small business
and/or your employees use of social media can be used to discredit your business or to serve as
a source for material discovery in a court case or litigation. That said, every small business
should implement an information policy including a Records Management Plan (RMP) to be
consistent for all communication and correspondence including social media.
Records management plan components:
 Define types of records (e.g. email, employee, and customer, etc.)
 Define record retention objectives (e.g. historical, human resource, legal, etc.)
 Define record retention rules (e.g. company versus regulatory)

3. Create a Social Media Policy that provides a detailed explanation and clarification for all
employees and vendors on what company information and/or issues can be discussed within
and outside the business. This policy should include basic tenants and the negative impact on
both the company and employee if this policy is ignored – either accidentally or on purpose.
Social media policy components:


Disclosure of employee identity when representing the company



Honesty and transparency in all communications



Be consistent on all social media platforms



Prohibit flaming or bashing which can result in hostile Internet interaction



Prohibit paying anyone outside the business to write an endorsement

4. Employee Education and Training specific to social media policy changes and updates; the
management and safeguarding of employee and customer information; and the employee and
employer protocol for any crisis related event.
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Employee education and training components:


New employee training for new employees



Annual employee education for all employees



Regularly scheduled communication (e.g. quarterly) with reminder of company policies
including social media policy

NOTICE AND DISCLOSURE
This eBook is not intended to offer professional consulting services or legal advice. This eBook is
intended to provide basic direction, guidance and concepts for small business owners and small
business executives.
No one company can ever prevent itself from having an ID Theft, data breach or fraud event.
Merchants Information Solutions, Inc. (Merchants) and its Advisory Board recommends all
companies and organizations seek professional consulting services and legal advice regarding the
content of this document.
This eBook is a working document and will be updated to reflect Small Business ID Theft and
Fraud trends and regulatory/compliance updates on an ongoing basis.
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